Microabrasion and composite resin for re-establishing smile esthetics: a case report
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Abstract

Introduction: Dental hypomineralization such as dental fluorosis has increased in recent times leading to unaesthetic appearance of teeth. There are different treatment possibilities to improve the aesthetic appearance of hypomineralized enamel described in dental literature. The enamel microabrasion has been a feasible alternative, since it is a fast, safe, conservative, and easy to perform, which promotes good esthetic results. Moreover, this technique is a conservative method that improves the appearance of the teeth by restoring bright and superficial smoothness, without causing significant structural loss. The association of different techniques, such as direct composite resin, can provide good esthetic outcomes, but the etiology, intensity, and depth of stain should be considered to minimize dental structure loss. Objective: To describe an easy technique for managing dental fluorosis using enamel microabrasion in association with direct composite resin. Case report: A mixture of hydrochloric acid and silicon carbide was applied according the manufacturer’s instructions. Subsequently, a direct composite resin was applied over the areas where the opacities were more evident. This conservative approach may be considered an interesting
alternative treatment to remove fluorosis staining and to improve aesthetic appearance. **Conclusion:** enamel microabrasion combined with direct composite resin is a conservative and safe alternative method to treat enamel opacities from dental fluorosis. Therefore, this management provides satisfactory aesthetic results for the patient’s smile.

**Introduction**

The cause of color change of teeth could be due to extrinsic or intrinsic factors. Extrinsic factors are related to changes caused by factors outside the enamel, such as diet and accumulation of substances in tobacco, wine, coffee and/or foods containing dyes. Intrinsic factors are related to dental developmental defects and systemic conditions, such as enamel hypoplasia, amelogenesis imperfecta, dentinogenesis imperfecta, tetracycline intake during tooth formation, dental trauma during the primary dentition, as well as dental fluorosis, caused by overexposure to fluoride during tooth formation [6].

With the evolution of dental techniques and materials, both the design and procedures changed, and minimal intervention techniques aiming to tooth structure preservation have been now used. Minimally invasive treatments like micro-abrasion and tooth whitening are initial options for treating intrinsic staining of dental enamel. The association between tooth whitening and micro-abrasion can also result in relevant and excellent aesthetic results for patients [15], as well as the association of microabrasion with direct restorations [10].

Microabrasion is a technique that uses an acid (erosive agent) and abrasive agent, which together result in weariness of few microns on the staining and surface irregularities of the enamel without the need to use diamond burs and drills [4]. Initially, treatment of dental fluorosis was made by Black, in 1908, using only sandpaper friction to remove the surface enamel stains [1]. Microabrasion, associated with an abrasive and erosive agent, began with the use of muriatic acid and heat in the removal of dental fluorosis stains. Since then, many techniques have been described, such as the use of 18% hydrochloric acid associated with fine-grit pumice to form an abrasive paste [5]. Subsequently, pastes have been developed containing lower concentrations of Another technique has been described by Mondelli [13], with the use of 37% phosphoric acid replacing hydrochloric acid.

In some situations, the stains are a little deeper and the association with restorative procedures is necessary, so the restorative direct bonding system is also considered a treatment of choice in dental offices for intrinsic enamel stains. The composites allow the tooth structure conservation with excellent cosmetic results [9, 10].

The adhesive restorative system has evolved significantly in recent years. In addition, composites have shown excellent optical properties and can reproduce not only the color but also translucency, the texture and gloss of natural teeth, especially nanotechnological resins [7]. Recently, the use of nanotechnological materials has been an option for esthetic restorations and can be performed on vital teeth by stained fluorosis associated microabrasion.

Thus, this study aimed to report a case employing the technique of microabrasion associated to direct restoration for removing dental fluorosis stains.

**Case report**

Young patient, male, attended the clinic of the specialization course in Dentistry complaining about dissatisfaction with stains on the teeth (figures 1 and 2). After anamnesis and clinical examination, the teeth were diagnosed with dental fluorosis (figure 3).
The proposed treatment was enamel microabrasion. Initially, the dentist must use the personal protective equipment (PPE). Furthermore, it is essential not to forget to protect the patient’s eye with glasses, because of the acidic characteristics of the product. Then, the teeth were submitted to tooth prophylaxis. The absolute rubber dam was performed using rubber sheet held in place with an orthodontic elastic ring.

For microabrasion procedure, Whiteness RM (FGM, Joinville, Santa Catarina, Brazil) was used, composed by 6% hydrochloric acid and silicon carbide. The application of acid-abrasive system was performed with rubber cup (TDV – Joinville, Paraná, Brasil), mounted on the low-speed handpiece for initial demineralization of tooth stains. The rubber cup was rubbed on the stained enamel for 10 seconds. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, microabrasion procedure may be repeated up to five times in the same appointment. Each tooth was abraded five times at the first appointment. After each application, the tooth surface was washed with water. To verify the need for more product applications, the enamel surface must be kept moist.

At the second appointment, after one week, the selection of dentin color, enamel and translucent was made (figures 4 and 5). A second session of microabrasion was executed and a polytetrafluoroethylene-based tape (TDV – Joinville, Paraná, Brasil) was placed on the right central incisor and left lateral incisor to avoid the acid etching of these teeth. The phosphoric acid etching and adhesive application (Gluma Comfort Bond + Desensitizer – Heraeus Kulzer, Hanau, Germany) was applied then light-cured (Poly Wireless – Kavo Kerr Group, São Paulo, Brazil) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Then, dentin resin shade OM (Charisma Diamond – Heraeus Kulzer), was applied, leaving a space in the incisal region to characterize this area of the tooth. A more translucent resin was placed on this area (shade AM – Charisma Diamond), characterizing its hue and translucency of the incisal edge. A single layer of resin shade A2 (Charisma Diamond – Heraeus Kulzer) was applied on the labial surface with the aid of a brush (Kota – size #4A) prior to final light-curing. The result immediately after completion of the restoration can be seen in figure 6.
Figure 5 – Closer view of the teeth one week after microabrasion. Note the smallest stains disappeared.

Figure 6 – Final result after microabrasion and adhesive restoration on the incisal edge of central incisors. Restorations performed with resin composite shade OM on bottom wall to mimic the dentin translucency; shade AM on incisal edge; and shade A2 to mimic the enamel.

At the next appointment, the finishing and final polishing was procedure. The sequence of Sof-Lex discs with sequential particle size (3M ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) was applied, and then, rubber cups (ZZag) and felt rods with resin composite polishing paste (Diamond Excel - FGM) were used to promote the final gloss.

The final aspect of the restoration on the hypoplastic stain can be seen in figures 7, 8 and 9.

Discussion

To achieve good results in cases of dental enamel microabrasion, various aspects must be considered. Proper diagnosis and treatment plan should be considered initially. In cases such as this reported here, the history and age of the patient are fundamental to the decision between a more conservative or more invasive treatment. According to Furuse et al. [10], a more conservative approach should be preferred at first, wherever possible. Thus, the enamel microabrasion treatment was elected to start the treatment in this case report [10].

Dental microabrasion is a technique proven by several authors to be safe, simple, effective, of low cost, and with exceptional results in cases of superficial enamel stains. The microscopic layer of enamel surface is removed and the discoloration disappears irreversibly [14, 15]. The literature shows that, on average, for each application the erosive and abrasive removed about 25 microns [8, 17], thus restricted to the enamel.

Different techniques can be used depending on the erosion/abrasive agent used. In the case reported herein, the material based on hydrochloric acid and silicon carbide is preferred because of it is commercially available, rather than a phosphoric
acid/pumice paste that should be prepared. However, Meireles et al. [12] compared the hydrochloric acid/silicon carbide technique with the phosphoric acid/pumice technique and found that both techniques are effective and safe. Thus, the chosen technique will depend on the preference of the practitioner.

In some cases after microabrasion, a more yellowish appearance of the tooth can be observed. This occurs due to the enamel weariness, of micrometers, making dentin more evident [16]. In such cases, the tooth whitening can be indicated [2]. In the case presented here, the patient was too young, so that whitening was contraindicated. Also, tooth color was not a complaining neither form him nor for his Family.

Due to the greater extent of the stain on the incisal edge of the left central incisor, direct restorative treatment was elected. Many studies demonstrate satisfactory cosmetic results of composites in anterior teeth in different situations, either in fractures, diastema closure, or hypocalcifications, or hypoplasia. The direct adhesive restorative systems provide the following advantages: minimal wear of tooth structure, good clinical durability, fast to perform. Furthermore, direct resin composites have lower cost and are reversible [9, 10].

The restorative material used in this case presents nanoparticles. Materials with such particles provide smoother surface and thus favor the results after polishing and brushing. The resins containing nanoparticles tend to show less brightness loss and smaller increase of surface roughness over time [3]. Thus, the longevity of such restorations tend to be favored by the properties of these materials.

The long-term monitoring of the patient is fundamental to the success of treatment [11]. Therefore, the referral to orthodontic treatment and periodic controls were scheduled.

Enamel microabrasion associated with direct resin composite restorations can be considered a conservative and safe treatment to remove fluorosis stains, improving tooth esthetics.
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